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News from the University of Pennsylania Law School
Penn Law News
Law School adds new faculty, fellows for 2018-2019 
academic year
Penn Law and CTIC offer a scholarship for law and 
technology joint degree students
How Penn Law’s Quattrone Center works toward a fairer 
criminal justice system
Penn Law Alumni Society celebrates distinguished 
graduates at 2018 awards ceremony
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Penn Law welcomes Sherrilyn Ifill as Honorary Fellow 
during Public Interest Week
The Power of Penn Law: Advocates for a New Era 
(Video)
Faculty Spotlight
In Q&A, Prof. Natasha Sarin discusses law, finance, and 
her arrival at Penn
Recent article by Prof. Maggie McKinley details how 
petitioning gave rise to the modern administrative state
Article by Prof. Jill Fisch details how courts can address 
the power imbalance in corporate governance
Prof. David Skeel argues against requiring equal 
treatment of creditors in bankruptcy in new article
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Prof. Sarah Barringer Gordon receives Arrington-Prucha 
Prize from Western History Association for article on 
Mountain Meadows massacre 
Prof. Dorothy Roberts authors book chapter examining 
how prison and foster care systems harm black mothers
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